
-panel
the plasterboard... that heats!



H2 hydro plasterboard

electric heating element A plasterboard panel that heats!
Thanks to innovative, patented technology, the 
panel diffuses heat by radiation - for maximum 
comfort.
T-panel is 60x200 cm in size and is only 35 mm 
thick in total (plasterboard + insulation)!

It is made with a sheet of H2 hydro plasterboard, 
suitable for any type of environment. The 
radiant component is waterproof with IPX7 
protection.

The panel is finished off with an insulating 
layer and thermo-reflective sheet in order to 
maximise yield and reduce consumption.
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Installation is quick - it mounts just like normal plaster-
board. It warms up in the blink of an eye.

T-panel technology allows heat to be produced whilst 
avoiding any combustion.

Heating purely by radiation does not alter the ambient 
humidity.

Once installed, it does not deteriorate, nor does it need 
to be maintained.

It is easy to control thanks to the new APP paired with 
the thermostat.

100% MADE IN ITALY. Assembled with cold cycles and 
zero emissions 

Without thermoregulation, it only consumes 0,35 kWh/
hour, and with a thermostat, consumption is halved.

It does not use water, is 100% electric and operates at 
mains voltage. What’s more, there are no transformers.

360 W of pure well-being transmitted by radiation: the 
ultimate in comfort.

Well-being is in first place: the absence of an electric 
and magnetic field has been certified.

what is T-panel?

eco-friendly technology 
which helps to save money!



... discover the accessories available for T-panel on www.tforb.it

bathrooms
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individual rooms

T-panel: the invisible radiator!
An ideal solution to ensure maximum comfort, 
even in bathrooms, where additional heat is 
often required. 

With the appropriate accessories, a perfect 
towel warmer can be integrated into the wall.

Functional and discreet, it contributes to the 
design of the room.

Perfect for renovations and extensions!
Is your room cold or badly exposed? Do you 
need to renovate some living or work spaces? 

T-panel allows you to enjoy maximum comfort 
in any situation where the primary heating 
system is inadequate or even absent.

Heating has never been easier. Forget collector 
units, pipes and burdensome, intrusive 
construction work. Installing T-panel is easy, 
non-invasive and extremely fast.

add one or more towel rails 
with 60 cm centre-to-centre spacing 

An innovative system for NZeb and well 
insulated buildings.

T-panel is the perfect system for heating well-
insulated buildings. Ideal for wooden houses, 
schools, offices and ecological accommodation 
facilities; quick to install and easy to manage.

Warm only when and where it's needed! Every 
room is thermally independent. 

With T-panel, you can make the most of 
the renewable energy produced by your 
photovoltaic system. Remember to integrate a 
smart thermoregulation system optimized for 
electric heating. 
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T-panel smart thermoregulation 

Wi-fi control unit
Gain smart control of your 
house with the APP!

heato box is a home 
automation control unit that 
allows you to manage up to 
8 heato9thermostats! Your 
T-panels are always under 
control.

Smart Wi-Fi chronothermostat
The latest in smart thermostats, with simple, intuitive programming for 
maximum comfort with minimum energy consumption.

Install heato9 in any room heated by T-panel and, if you want to control your 
thermostats remotely, integrate the heato box, download the APP and you're 
away! Advanced management that leads to real savings! Every heato9 can 
control up to 8 T-panels in the same environment.

Designed for electric radiant systems
heato9 has been designed to guarantee that T-panel performs to its maximum 
capacity, thanks to its fast functionality and precision.
The smart thermostat that works for you, just a click away!
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 Available on

T-Panel is assembled and sold by STS Polistiroli S.r.l. 

Via Tofane 3/c - 37069 Villafranca di Verona, Italy - Tel. 045/6303523 - info@stspolistiroli.it
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